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the system performance and reduces the area and power
consumption.
Wormhole flow control have been proposed to reduce the
buffer requirements and enhance the system throughput. But
on other hand, one packet may occupy several intermediate
switches at the same time. In typical NoC architectures, when
a packet occupies a buffer for a channel, the physical channel
cannot be used by other channels, even when the original message is blocked [13]. This introduces the problem of deadlock
and livelock in wormhole scheme. Virtual Channels (VCs) are
used to avoid deadlock and livelock. Fig.1 shows a typical VC
router architecture [14]. VC flow control exploits an array of
buffers at each input port. By allocating different packets to
each of these buffers, flits from multiple packets may be sent
in an interleaved manner over a single physical channel. This
improves the throughput and reduce the average packet latency
by allowing blocked packets to be bypassed. By inserting the
VC buffers, we increase the physical channel utilization but
utilization of inserted VC buffers is not considered.
Now, the issue that needs attention is the utilization of both,
the physical as well as the VC utilization. A well designed network exploits available resources to improve performance [2].
ViChaR architecture [16] points out the VC buffer utilization,
discussed later in section II. Even for ViChaR architecture, it
can be observed that if there is no communication on some
physical channel at some time instant and at the same time,
neighboring channel is overloaded, free buffers of one physical
channel cannot contribute for congestion control by sharing
the load of neighboring channel. Adaptive routing technique
provides a solution to these issues but introduces some other
problems like packet reordering.
Buffer utilization can be enhanced by sharing them with
the other ports, while not used by the current port. Fully
shared buffer architectures can deliver a high throughput at the
expense of area and power consumption with maximum degree
of buffer utilization. On other hand, typical NoC architectures
without any sharing of buffers require less power to operate but
throughput is also affected negatively. The buffer utilization is
not good as well. If a buffer is available to receive the data
but there is no data on input port, the buffer cannot be used by
neighboring overloaded ports. Thus each architecture has its
own pros and cons and an ideal tradeoff between performance,
power and area is needed.
The available autonomic NoC architectures are fault tolerant

Abstract—A novel architecture aiming for ideal performance
and overhead tradeoff, PVS-NoC (Partial VC Sharing NoC),
is presented. Virtual channel (VC) is an efficient technique
to improve network performance, while suffering from large
silicon and power overhead. We propose sharing the VC buffers
among dual inputs, which provides the performance advantage
as conventional VC-based router with minimized overhead. We
reason theoretically and demonstrate quantitatively the benefits
of proposed architecture by comparing to state-of-the-art NoC
routers, with various traffic patterns. Extensive experiments with
synthetic and real benchmarks show significant area and power
saving with similar performance compared to latest VC based
NoC architectures.
Index Terms—Virtual Channel; Networks-on-Chip (NoC); Resource utilization;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ever-increasing requirements on electronic systems are one
of the key factors for evolution of the integrated circuit
technology. Multiprocessing is the solution to meet the requirements of upcoming applications. Multiprocessing over
heterogeneous functional units require efficient on-chip communication [13]. Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a general purpose
on-chip communication concept that offers high throughput,
which is the basic requirement to deal with complexity of
modern systems. All links in NoC can be simultaneously
used for data transmission, which provides a high level of
parallelism and makes it attractive to replace the typical
communication architectures like shared buses or point-topoint dedicated wires. Apart from throughput, NoC platform
is scalable and has the potential to keep up with the pace
of technology advances [10]. All these enhancements come
at the expense of area and power. In the Raw Architecture
Workstation (RAW) multiprocessor system with 16 tiles of
processing elements, interconnection network consumes 36%
of the total chip power while each router dissipates 40% of
individual tile power [18].
A typical NoC system consists of processing elements(PEs),
network interfaces (NIs), routers and channels. The router
further contains switch and buffers. Buffers consume the
largest fraction of dynamic and leakage power of the NoC
node (router + link) [4][3]. Storing a packet in buffer consumes
far more power as compared to its transmission [20]. Thus,
increasing the utilization of buffers and reduction in number
and size of buffers with efficient autonomic control enhances
1066-6192/11 $26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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and can deliver the desired performance without big impact in
case of certain manufacturing faults in architecture by using
the intelligent routing algorithms like [21], [8], [6] or [12].
The key problem with these fault tolerant techniques and
routing algorithms is that many resources become useless for
the system with the fault on one resource. Due to the link
failure in typical VC based NoC architectures, the VC buffers
connected to it become useless for the system. To reduce
the effect of fault on the system performance, such unused
resources should be utilized by the system. This paper provides
a novel architecture with autonomic sharing of buffers between
two input ports with enhanced utilization of resources, and
reduced crossbar size and power consumption. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
overview of the state of the art in NoCs especially using the
VCs. Section III presents the link load analysis for NoC based
system. Section IV explains our proposed architecture and how
its architectural comparison with modern NoC architectures.
Finally experimental results and conclusions are drawn.

utilization by using the unified buffered structure (UBS) instead of individual and statically partitioned FIFO buffers. It
provides each individual router port with a variable number
of VCs according to the traffic load. The architecture provides
around 25% improvement in system performance at a small
cost of power consumption. The architecture enhances the
buffer utilization under heavy traffic load at the port. If there
is no load at the port, the buffer resources cannot be utilized
by neighboring overloaded ports.
Soteriou et al. [17] introduces a distributed shared buffer
(DSB) NoC router architecture. The proposed architecture
shows a significant improvement in throughput at the expense
of area and power consumption due to extra crossbar and
complex arbitration scheme.
Coenen et al. [5] presents an algorithm to optimize size of
decoupling buffers in network interfaces. The buffer size is
proportional to the maximum difference between the number
of words produced and the number of words consumed at any
point in time. This approach shows significant reduction in
power consumption and silicon area. The buffer utilization in
idle time with optimal buffer size can contribute to reduce the
overall system power consumption without affect the system
performance. If some buffer is idle at some time instant, it can
share the load of neighboring input channel and thus increase
the utilization of existing resources with a small control logic.
Neishabouri et al. [15] propose the router architecture with
Reliability Aware VC (RAVC) architecture by [15] allocates
more memory to the busy channels and less to the idle channels. This dynamic allocation of storage shows 7.1% and 3.1%
latency decrease under uniform and transpose traffic patterns
respectively at the expense of complex memory control logic.
Though this solution is latency efficient but not area and power
efficient, which was not discussed by the authors.
The main motivation of this work is to propose a NoC
architecture with considerations of all the issues discussed
above. A NoC architecture with an ideal tradeoff between the
performance and the mentioned guides to propose the partial
sharing of VC buffers.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. R ESOURCE U TILIZATION A NALYSIS

Several approaches have been proposed to enhance the
buffer utilization in NoC based system. This comes as a
performance improvement to utilize the unused buffers. This
section reviews several relevant propositions in this theme.
Lan et al. [11] addresses the buffer utilization by making the
channels bidirectional and shows significant improvement in
system performance. But in this case, each channel controller
has two additional tasks: dynamically configuring the channel
direction and to allocate the channel to one of the routers, sharing the channel. Also, there is a 40% area overhead over the
typical NoC router architecture due to double crossbar design
and control logic. The extra tasks for channel controller and
increased crossbar size contribute to the power consumption
as well.
Nicopoulos et al.[16] presents a Dynamic VC Regulator
(ViChaR) for NoC routers. The authors address the buffer

To enhance the utilization of interconnection resources, it
is necessary to make the analysis of each network resource
individually. Traffic pattern is unpredictable, when multiple
applications running on one MPSoC simultaneously. Routing
algorithm controls the utilization of communication channels.
The system utilizes the router resources according to the
load on incoming channels. Thus, the link load analysis can
provide the base to formulate the solution for utilization of
communication resources.

VC Identifier

Routing Logic

Input Channel
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VC Allocator

credit out

Switch Allocator

Output Channel

VC Buffers

Output Channel

Crossbar

Input Channel

credit out

Input Port
Input Port

Fig. 1.

Typical Virtual Channel Router Architecture [14].

A. Link Load Analysis
In synthetic traffic analysis, the average load for each link
is calculated with variety of routing algorithms.As a test case,
uniform, transpose, bit complement and NED traffic patterns
were analyzed with XY routing. In the uniform traffic pattern,
a node sends a packet to any other node with an equal
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shared among all the input ports but it increases the input
cross bar size, which increases the power consumption, area
and average packet latency due to more complex controller.
Another important and interesting issue is that sharing the
resources among two ports with balanced loads can deliver
the degree of resource utilization and the throughput closer to
the the Fully VC shared NoC (FVS-NoC) architecture with
significant reduction in power consumption.
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B. Real Benchmark Analysis
Fig. 2.

Traffic load analysis for XY-routing.

The MPEG4 application presented by [7] was selected for
resource utilization analysis. The application with bandwidth
requirements is shown in fig.3. Now consider the link loads
for DR-SDRAM node. If right and down side ports share the
router resources, while left and up side ports also share the
resources. The heavy load value 942 MB/sec from right port
can utilize the resources from down port, which contains a
smaller load value of 60.5 MB/sec. Thus by sharing communication resources among two ports can balance the input load
on all ports with significantly increasing the crossbar size. The
average load on input ports will be similar to the full sharing
of resources by using this approach.

probability while in transpose traffic pattern, each node (i,j)
communicates only with node (j,i). For bit complement traffic
load, each node (i,j) communicates only with node (M-i,N-j), if
mesh size is MxN. The NED is a synthetic traffic model based
on Negative Exponential Distribution where the likelihood that
a node sends a packet to another node exponentially decreases
with the hop distance between the two cores. This synthetic
traffic profile accurately captures key statistical behavior of
realistic traces of communication among the nodes [1].
Fig.2 shows the percentage of the load for each link on the
network. Now consider the node ’12’ in fig.2(b). The input
ports to receive data from nodes ’11’ and ’13’ are not used
at all during the whole simulation independent of the total
simulation time. But the input ports from left and right receive
the traffic load. The traffic load from node ’22’ is double than
the load from node ’02’. In case of typical NoC architectures,
the link between nodes ’12’ and ’22’ is overloaded all the
time but cannot utilize the available resources of other ports.
Similar behavior can be observed for odd-even routing.
For any router, two ports are overloaded as compared to
other two for all the traffic patterns. In most cases, the identical
traffic load value is for another input port as well. Thus,
there are only two load values and each value is for two
ports of same router. Another interesting observation is that
the traffic load values are different for opposite directions.
For load balancing and resource utilization, the resources can
be shared among a pair of input ports. The pair of ports is
selected in such a way that one port has higher load value
and other one has a lower load value. The resources can be

IV. T HE P ROPOSED ROUTER A RCHITECTURE : PVS-N O C
To enhance the performance of typical VC architecture,
new VC buffers should be inserted because a congested port
cannot utilize the resources of neighboring free port. Thus, the
resource utilization is the issue for VC architecture. Network
resources can be fully utilized by sharing the resources among
all the input ports. This increases the control logic complexity,
crossbar size and power consumption. Thus the tradeoff between resource utilization and power consumption is needed.
Instead of sharing the VC buffers among all the input ports, if
the buffers are shared among two ports, the buffer utilization
will be increased and approach the utilization closer the
fully shared architecture as discussed in section III without
big power consumption and silicon area overhead. Number
of buffers can be reduced because of enhance utilization.
This reduces the power consumption significantly because
the router buffers consume the major fraction of power and
area for NoC interconnection as discussed in section I. Thus
Partial VC Sharing NoC (PVS-NoC) architecture has been
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PE

proposed as tradeoff between resource utilization and power
consumption.
PVS-NoC architecture uses the hybrid control logic. Input
uses the hierarchy of arbiters while central control logic is used
for output crossbar. The system level PVS-NoC architecture
is shown in Fig.4. The input crossbars and control logic are
responsible for buffer allocation and receiving the data packets
as explained in section IV-A. The output crossbar and control
logic use the typical NoC out architecture and its tasks are
route computation and packet transmission as discussed in
section IV-B. Both control logics operate according to the
VC buffer status and does not communicate with each other.
The detailed PVS-NoC architecture is shown in fig.5. The
signalling details for each component are explained later in
this section.
Data is injected to the network in the form of packets
produced by network interface (NI). The format is shown in
Fig. 6. While receiving the packet, NI also depacketize it and
deliver the payload to the PE. Header flit carries the source
address (SA), the operational code (OP), the priority level
(PR) and the destination address (DA). BOP and EOP are
the indicators of header and tail flits respectively.

PE

NI
d+2

Fig. 5.

System Level specification of Router Architecture.

Fig. 6.

Data transmission format.

any other port. In this section, two input ports are used to
explain the complete operation. The control of two ports which
share the VC buffers is completely independent from the
other input control logic as shown in fig.5. The control logic
for buffer allocator is completely independent from the other
buffer allocators. The task of buffer allocator is to keep track
of free buffers and allocate them to the incoming traffic. After
allocation, Buffer write control directly communicates withe
the neighboring nodes. This distributed control reduces the
communication overhead and power consumption. The input
control system operates in following phases:
Buffer Allocation: The Buffer allocator receives the requests
from neighboring routers for new buffer allocation in the form
of BOP signal. With the status of all the buffers, the allocator
allocates the free buffers to the requesting router. If only one
buffer is available and both routers are requesting for the
buffer, the router with higher priority value (PR) in header
flit is allowed to use the buffer for packet transmission.
Local Signalling: After the allocation, the corresponding
Buffer write controller is informed by raising the Allocated

A. The Input Controller and Buffer Allocation
The contribution of PVS-NoC architecture stands on the
input side because the issue is to enhance the buffer utilization
by allocating the free buffers to overloaded ports, which is the
task of the input control logic as discussed at beginning of
this section. The VC buffers are shared between neighboring
input ports as shown in fig.5. Input architecture of two ports
is replicated for other pairs of input ports and can be extended
to any number of input ports according to the topology
requirements. The PE uses the dedicated buffer for packet
injection to the network. The detailed architecture of input
side for pair of neighboring ports is shown in Fig.7.
The buffer dedicated to the local PE is not shared with
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It also decides the flow control as well. A worm-hole flow
control was used, which makes efficient use of buffer space
as small number of flit buffers per VC are required [19]. The
Output controller operation can be divided into several steps
like route computation, data transmission and de-allocation of
buffers.
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C. Comparison with Existing Architectures
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Busy_0
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To make the comparison with existing architectures, 10-port
router with 2-ports per direction was selected with 10 internal
buffers. Table. I. shows a comparison of PVS-NoC architecture
with other NoC architectures.
The typical VC NoC represents a conventional VC NoC architecture with 2 VCs per port and use unidirectional channels
to communicate with neighboring routers. Thus two channels
are required between two neighboring routers for two way
communication. In case of heavy traffic load on a certain port,
typical VC NoC architecture can provide only 2 VCs to receive
the packets on that port. The PVS-NoC can provide 4 VCs to
the same port under heavy traffic load on same port. Thus,
the VC utilization has been doubled with slight overhead of
crossbar size.
BiNoC has two bidirectional channels, which can be used
according to the requirements to communicate in any direction
[11]. As compared to the BiNoC architecture with 10-in-out
channels, the PVS-NoC approach provides 5-input and 5output channels. PVS-NoC can provide 4-input and 4-output
VCs for bidirectional communication between two nodes. On
other hand, BiNoC provides only two physical channels for
packet transfer between two nodes with in any direction. The
option of direction selection is provided at the cost of big
crossbar size. Another issue to be addressed here is scalability.
The number of VC buffers can be selected according to
the application and topology requirements for the proposed
architecture. To insert a new VC, the buffer and a controller are
needed without any modification in existing logic and slight
increase in crossbar resources. To insert a new buffer in BiNoC
architecture, a separate buffer allocator is required and cross
bar size will increase exponentially.
The DSB-175 and DSB-300 router architectures have already been explained by [17]. To make the exact comparison,
we define DSB-160 architecture in accordance with [17]. The
DSB-160 is the router with 160-flits of aggregate buffering.
The buffers are divided between 5 middle memory banks with
16-flit buffers per bank and aggregate 80-flit input buffers
comprising two 8-flits buffers (VCs) at each input port. Five
memory banks are not considered in comparison table I because only one flit can be written into and read from a middle
memory in DSB architecture, which reduce the utilization of
memory banks. Thus the static power consumption without
increasing the system performance is the major overhead of
DSB architecture as compared to the PVS-NoC.
For comparison purpose, FVS-NoC was used. In FVSNoC architecture, any of 10 VC buffers can be allocated to
any input port to receive the traffic. All the channels are
unidirectional for FVS-NoC. The architecture provides the

Signaling
to Buffer_k

Allocate_To_n
Allocated_n
Busy_n

Status_Flag

Fig. 7.

Architecture of Input part of Router.

signal from buffer allocator to the buffer write controller. In
response, the Buffer write controller raises the Busy signal. At
the same time, the buffer allocator signals the corresponding
multiplexer by Allocated To signal, to which input, corresponding buffer has been alloted.
Packet Receive: After local control signalling, the Buffer write
controller signals the Grant to the corresponding neighbor
router. The latter uses the Grant signal as VC identifier for
requested packet and always raises the equivalent NewFlit
signal, while transmitting flits for that packet.
Buffer De-Allocation: The Busy signal from the Buffer write
controller goes down upon arrival of tail flit marked by EOP
signal. After receiving Not Busy signal from the Buffer write
controller, the Buffer allocator marks the corresponding buffer
as free. If not already raised, the Status Flag is raised.
Status Flag: The Status Flag signal is the logical AND
operation of all the Busy signals from buffer write controllers.
When all buffers have been allocated, the Status Flag is raised
to inform the neighboring routers that no buffer is available for
transmission of new packets. If at least one buffer is available
for allocation, the Status Flag is in down state.
The Buffer allocation unit works only when the BOP signal
is received. Once the buffer has been tied to the requesting
router, the Buffer allocator goes into the sleep mode to save
power. It does not consume power until the next BOP signal
is received. Similarly, the Buffer write controller works only
after receiving the Allocated signal from buffer allocator and
goes in sleep mode at the EOP signal.
B. The Output Controller and Routing Algorithm
The Output part is modeled by a typical N×5 crossbar,
where N is the total number of buffers in the router including
the buffer dedicated to local PE. The crossbar size can be
customized according to the topology requirements. The mesh
topology was considered to decide the number of I/O ports of
the router. Distributed control logic was used here as well.
There is one central controller which is the key part of the
router. The central output controller decides the routing policy
and computes the route for the packet. The port controller
controls the packet transmission and the communicates with
the destination router, without involving the central controller.
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Architecture⇒
Resource⇓
Number of Buffers
Channels/Direction
Maximum VCs/Physical Channel
Buffer Size
Total Buffer Size
Crossbar

Typical
VC NoC
10
1-in 1-out
2
16 flits
160 flits
10X5

BiNoC
10
2-inout
1
16 flits
160 flits
10X10

Distribute Shared
Buffer NoC (DSB-160)
10
1-in 1-out∗
2
8 flits
160 flits
2(5X5)

FVS-NoC

PVS-NoC

10
1-in 1-out
10
16 flits
160 flits
5X10 and 10X5

10
1-in 1-out
4
16 flits
160 flits
2(2X4) and 10X5

TABLE I
C OMPARISON WITH EXISTING N O C ROUTER ARCHITECTURES

maximum utilization of VC buffers at the cost of extra big
crossbar, which makes the solution area and power expensive
as compared to the proposed architecture.

03

13

23

33

02

12

22

32

D. Virtual Channel Sharing under Faults

Virtual channels = 4
Buffer depth = 16
Flit width = 32 bit

X

The additional feature of PVS-NoC is to retain the system
performance till certain level after the occurrence of fault.
In NoC based interconnection platform, the fault can occur
in three types of components: physical link, buffer and the
controller. Consider that the fault has been occurred on a network inter-router link. In typical architectures, the input/output
buffers connected to the link cannot be utilized in future.
Suppose that there are ’X’ faulty links in NoC based system
and each input port contains ’V’ VCs with buffer depth ’d’
and each flits size or buffer width is ’f’ bits. If there is a small
VC controller for each VC, the resources useless after the fault
on physical channel can be estimated by Eq. 1.

01

11

21

31

00

10

20

X 30

Fig. 8. Different routes between two source-destination pairs in presence of
faulty links.

buffers and controllers can be used by the neighboring port.
This reduces the impact of fault on system performance. In
case of fault on buffer, the load on corresponding port can
be shared by neighboring port and impact of faulty buffer on
port load becomes exactly half for the PVS-NoC architecture
and congestion can be avoided. In case of fault in control
logic, none of available architectures can utilize the the rest
of resources related to the fault link.

Resource Overhead = X.V.d.f(M emory Cells) +
(1)
X.V.f(wires in Output Crossbar) + X(V C Control Logic)
Though the power gating techniques can be applied to save
the static power consumption for resources mentioned in Eq.1.
But if these buffers are used by the NoC system, the fault will
not impact the system performance significantly and routing
intelligence can help to retain the performance. Consider the
NoC platform shown in fig.8. For node ’11’ as source and
node ’13’ as destination, the route of packet will be just to
go up vertically in normal situation. If the communication
link between nodes ’11’ and ’12’ is broken as shown in fig.8,
the packet will be rerouted as shown. Similar is the situation,
when node ’10’ is the source and node ’30’ is the destination.
Now, the resources on the new routes and especially the router
at node ’21’ will be overloaded. The input ports from left
and down side will be overloaded due to the faulty links,
while other inputs will operate with normal loads in typical
architectures. Now, to balance the load on input buffers and
provide a relief to the loaded ports, if the right and down input
ports share the VC buffers and left and upper input ports as
well, the extra load due to faulty links will be shared by all
the ports. PVS-NoC architecture uses this sharing approach to
retain the performance in case of fault on any communication
resource.
To retain the performance after the fault occurrence, the
problem needs to be approached from a different way. Fault
on physical link also makes the buffer and controller useless
for the system. In case of PVS-NoC architecture, all the VC

V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the better performance characteristic of the
proposed architecture (PVS-NoC), a cycle-accurate NoC simulation environment was implemented in HDL. The packets had
a fix length of seven flits, the buffer size was eight flits and the
data width was set to 32 bits. The 5x5 2D mesh topology was
used for interconnection. With same parameters, typical VC
NoC and FVS-NoC architectures were analyzed. Static XY
routing was used. The proposed architecture was analyzed for
synthetic and real application traffic patterns.
A. Synthetic traffic
In synthetic traffic analysis, the performance of the network
was evaluated using latency curves as a function of the packet
injection rate. The packet latency was defined as the time
duration from when the first flit is created at the source node to
when the last flit is delivered to the destination node. For each
simulation, the packet latencies were averaged over 50,000
packets. Latencies were not collected for the first 5,000 cycles
to allow the network to stabilize. To perform the simulations,
XY wormhole routing algorithm [9] under uniform, transpose
and Negative Exponential Distribution (NED) [10] traffic
patterns was used.
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B. Real Benchmark
For real benchmark analysis, the encoding part of video
conference application with sub-applications of H.264 encoder, MP3 encoder and OFDM transmitter was used. The
application graph with 25 nodes is shown in fig.10.
The application graph consists of processes and data flows;
data is, however, organized in packets. Processes transform
input data packets into output ones, whereas packet flows carry
data from one process to another. A transaction represents the
sending of one data packet by one source process to another,
target process, or towards the system output. A packet flow is
a tuple of two values (P, T). The first value ’P’ represents the
number of successive, same size transactions emitted by the
same source, towards the same destination. The second value
’T’ is a relative ordering number among the (packet) flows
in one given system. For simulation purposes, all possible
software procedures are already mapped within the hardware
devices. The application mapped to 5x5 2D-mesh NoC is
shown in fig.11.
To estimate the power consumption, we adapted the high
level NoC power simulator presented provided by [9]. The
power consumption of the interconnection network (NoC
switches, bus arbiters, intermediate buffers, and interconnects)
is based on 35nm standard CMOS technology. The simulation results for average packet latency (APL) and power
consumption for video conference encoding application are
shown in Table.II. The PVS-NoC showed 18% reduction in
power consumption but 6% more APL over the FVS-NoC
architecture. On other hand, the PVS-NoC showed 22.32%
reduction in APL value but 7.9% more power consumption
over the typical VC architecture. Thus, the proposed architecture PVS-NoC provides an optimal tradeoff between APL and
power consumption.

(a) Uniform traffic load.
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at higher injection rates as compared to the typical VC
architecture but slightly less than FVS-NoC architecture. The
reason is that partial VC sharing makes the load balanced.
In case of proposed architecture, bandwidth limitations are
managed by proper resource utilization without increasing the
communication resources. The saturation point of PVS-NoC is
just before FVS-NoC because FVS-NoC provides more buffer
utilization by sharing the VC buffer among all input ports.
But FVS-NoC is not a power efficient solution as verified for
realistic application traffic pattern.
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Fig. 9. Average packet latency (APL) vs. Packet injection rate for 5×5 Mesh
2D NoC.

The throughput curves for uniform, transpose and NED
traffic patterns are shown in fig.9. It can be observed for
all the traffic patterns, the PVS-NoC architecture saturates
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Huffman
Encoding

Video conference encoder application mapped to 5x5 Mesh NoC
Architecture
Typical VC
PVS-NoC
FVS-NoC

Power Consumption (mW)
66.4
72.1
87.9

APL (cycles)
112
87
82

TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL RESULT FOR POWER CONSUMPTION AND APL OF VIDEO
CONFERENCE ENCODER APPLICATION RUNNING AT 50MH Z .

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
PVS-NoC architecture with an ideal tradeoff between VC
utilization, system performance and power consumption was
proposed. The VC buffers are shared between two input ports
in PVS-NoC. Apart from system performance, the architecture
is also fault tolerant. In case of any link failure, the VC buffers
are used by the other physical channel sharing the VC buffers
and system performance is not affected severely.
The proposed architecture was simulated with synthetic and
real application traffic patterns. The performance was compared with typical VC based NoC architecture and FVS-NoC.
The PVS-NoC architecture showed significant improvement
in system throughput without significant power consumption
overhead.
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